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Just an idea, maybe this is why
Suppose there was a God, then we would have to
ask some fundamental questions!
The first issue or question that we could have for
God is why he thinks we should worship him?
Suppose that it was God that created us; why did he
create us?
Humans create stuff too, and all of these
productions have one major factor in common: to
serve us and make our lives easier; we make tables
and desks that can be of service to us. We create
smartphones that we can use for many convenient
reasons. Everything that we make and produce is
an item to serve us somehow, to make us more
comfortable and content physically or mentally.
However, why did God create us? Are we of any
service to him? Is it the reason that he created us?
The same reason that we create anything else!
Nevertheless, what services could we possibly offer
God or the Gods? Besides, we create stuff for more
comfort and convenience. We keep producing new
things because it is never enough. After all, we are
imperfect entities with limited power and knowledge
striving for perfection or attempting to reach that
perfect life that anything we want, we could have!
How about the Gods? What was their intention for
our creation? Moreover, was it because they
needed our services? After all, they cannot take
care of themselves? or is it because they too strive
for perfection?
Suppose we are here to serve God as a purpose of
living on this planet, as we argued previously. What
kind of services could we possibly offer to the
all-powerful God?
What services are there that the gods need us to do
for them? Why can't they get it done on their own?
Do they need us more than we need them?
We create things to serve us. Like the pen that I am
using right now, I need the pen to write, but the pen
does not need me! We make cars for commuting,
and we need cars, but the cars do not need us! Is
this the same relation that we have with God? He
created us to serve him because he needs us, and
we do not need him, the same as the pen and the
car?
However, we know how a pen or a car can serve us,
but what services could we offer God? Moreover,
does God need us, or do we need him?
Some may claim that God created us to assist each
other on this planet! Okay, fair enough, but why
wouldn't God make all people the same. In the
same condition and situation that no one would
require others' help, besides what kind of service
would that be to a God? We can be assuming since
God wants all humans to be happy, equal, and
satisfied! However, if he cared that much about our
welfare, why didn't he create us all equal unless
God could not do it himself, and he needed us to do
it for him!
Some say that God created us to serve him. Okay,
but can someone tell us what services we could
offer to an omnipotent and an omniscient God? The
all-powerful who is allegedly perfect and can ideally
create perfection? All the services that we heard of
God commanding us were giving our money to him,
serving him, and worshiping him.
Every planned product, let them be dead or alive,
has at least one distinct purpose for its creation in
common: to perform a task of some sort. However,
we know why we build computers. We need our
computers to serve us! Now imagine that we build
computers that can decide for themselves if they
want to serve us or not! When we need the
computer the most, we try to turn it on, and a
message appears on the screen, saying 'not today,'!
Would we honestly create something that could
decide if it wants to serve us or not? So then why
did God give us the option to choose if we like to
serve him or not?
Imagine grabbing a pen to write, and the pen
decides to get a day off! Wouldn't that be an
inconvenient and stupid design? If we have been
created to serve, why do we have an option to
decide if we should or not? Not to mention what
services could we possibly offer and whom are we
going to offer it?
It is unlikely for a mighty God to be that irrational to
create humans to worship him; thank him for our
creation! If our creation is of no service to God
directly or indirectly, except for worshiping him,
thanking him, and begging him for all we want! We
would have to question Gods' self-confidence,
egocentricity, and foolishness.
Imagine we can build robots to serve us, and then
we decide to build them to worship and thank us
every day for their creation. Moreover, every minute
they want something from us just as we pray to God
for all we want; besides, the robots could decide for
themselves if they want to worship us or not? We
cannot even force them to do so.
Even if worshiping us was the primary purpose of
creating robots, then why give them the power to
choose for themselves whether to obey us or not. It
is like God building us to obey him, but he gives us
the power to decide. It does not comfortably sit well
by most accounts! Maybe we can threaten the
robots as Gods threaten us with the fire of hell, and
we can tell the robots that if they do not worship us,
they will end up in fire after they are dead and out of
service.
However, the creation of such robots that do not
obey us is so absurd. All they do is worship us, and
all they want, they ask us to get it for them as we
ask God for all we want. Then why the hell even
create them? It seems that we created robots that
we can serve, not the other way around that robots
should be serving us!
Maybe our purpose of being created is nothing
more than the creation of any other animal! Maybe
our purpose and reason for creation are the same
as the point of origin, which is nothing but fire.
What if the only purpose was to burn oxygen and
produce carbon dioxide? Maybe our purpose on this
planet is no different from dogs, cats, birds, or even
trees.
We are just here to burn oxygen and produce
carbon. Maybe our purpose is the point of origin
which is fire! Humankind is the closest thing to a fire
pit; a fire pit needs food such as wood or petro, we
too need food such as vegetables or meat. Fire
needs oxygen and releases back carbon, and so do
we. We both need heat or spark to live or to start
anyhow! Additionally, both fire and humans can
enlighten, or the same as fire can burn us. Humans
are the same; we can be good and create
goodness, or we can be destructive and create evil.
Maybe the whole purpose of creation was to speed
up eliminating oxygen. To achieve that, we all need
to do our part by only being alive and breathing.
Maybe there are absolutely no other reasons for our
creation and animals alike except for breathing.
Our creation could ensure that the planet runs out of
oxygen by breathing and perhaps an ultimate fire
that would suck all the oxygen and burn all trees.
The only obstacle to that would be water. As
humans can drown in water and die, so does fire.
The sign of life may not be water but rather fire,
maybe since it could enlighten us and keep us
warm or could also burn us or even eliminate us.
Fire is what brought people together, and water
divides the lands into continents and separates
people.

